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1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the past decade, technological advances in next-generation DNA sequencing [1] have made 
using and collecting multi-omics data increasingly accessible, significantly reducing the cost of such 
activities. Genomics and transcriptomics have been more extensively used as well, and other omics 
technologies, such as proteomics and metabolomics, are now often incorporated into standard 
research methodologies. Overall, the adoption of multiple omics techniques is becoming a common 
practice in many research fields of life science. Consequently, many researchers are now developing 
comprehensive multi-omics experimental approaches and are trying to integrate the resulting different 
datasets to obtain a further understanding of the investigated levels [2].  

When compared to traditional single omics studies, multi-omics ones offer the opportunity to achieve 
a further understanding of cells, organisms, and microbial communities, focusing on mechanisms 
involved in the growth, adaptation, development, and disease progression. Several studies are already 
available for humans [3] and plants [4].  

Moreover, a proper integration of multi-omics data makes it possible to investigate biological 
pathways in a more comprehensive way. For instance, it is possible to understand how a given 
genotype influences the phenotype, as well as to individuate the molecular mediators that regulate the 
underlying mechanisms. It is also possible to identify key biological evidences in pathways that 
otherwise would not be as clear by considering single-omics approaches alone [5] (Figure 1). 

 
Figure1. Integrated multi-omics approach scheme 
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2. RELEVANCE OF MULTI-OMICS APPROACH IN PLANTS 

Nowadays, the available technologies make it possible to study the transcripts (mRNA, directly 
produced from the genes expressed at that time), the proteins and the metabolites present in a given 

cell, tissue and organ at any moment. These are strictly dependent on one another and are strongly 

affected by environmental conditions. 

A wise integration of gene expression, protein profile and metabolites datasets makes it possible to 

understand the plant genetic potential and the possible role of each of these elements in response to 

unfavourable conditions.  

In the next paragraph, we discuss the importance of this integrated approach in some cases, such as 

plant stress response, diseases, senescence. 

2.1. Plants Stress Response 

Abnormal climatic or soil conditions (shortage or excess of water, mineral nutrients, excess of salt) 
are referred to as abiotic stress factors (Figure 2). They can be responsible for changes in cellular 

metabolism that generally affect plant growth. Studying the molecular response of plants to abiotic 

stress is quite complicated, in fact, the response itself varies according to the structural complexity of 
the species involved, the type of stress and its intensity and duration [6].  

 

Figure2. The main factors responsible for abiotic plant stress 

The transcriptome study aims to monitor space-time variations of gene expression in plants under 
given conditions. Transcriptomics has been successfully used to identify gene interactions playing a 

key role in tolerance/susceptibility to stress, highlighting relevant findings by grouping genes with 

similar expression profiles [7]. 

The recent advances have not only allowed to understand the general biochemical state of plants, but 

also to identify proteins involved more specifically in the stress response [8]. 

Another important aspect to underline is that the metabolic and physiological responses are partly the 

consequence of subtle modulations of the activity of proteins which were already present and not 
synthesised in response to the stimuli. Such post-translational modifications are hard to study and only 

identifiable with proteomic studies [9]. 

This approach allowed to highlight some of the responses induced by the lack of water and high 
concentrations of salt on the root system, which plays a central role in plant abiotic stress, in different 

species. In detail, these studies revealed how levels of proteins involved in energy metabolism 

increase significantly already starting from the day following plant stress exposition [10].  

In this context, it is clear that the integration of results obtained at transcriptomic and proteomic level 

allows a better understanding of the articulated responses consequent to exposure to stress conditions. 

Metabolomics, similarly to other omic approaches, has a great importance in the study of plant stress 

response. It has been estimated that there could be two hundred thousand to one million metabolites in 
the plant kingdom alone, while at the single species level there could be a few thousands. 
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Metabolome analysis is relevant because it allows to verify the real effects caused by the variations 

observed at the transcriptomic and proteomic level. It also allows to obtain new data about molecules 
showing specific biological activities, including osmoregulation, oxidative stress response and/or 

compounds involved in obtaining information on the levels of plant hormones, such as ABA (absissic 

acid), which play a central role in modulating stress responses [11]. For instance, in Arabidopsis 
thaliana leaves, investigations highlighted how low water and high salt levels cause the accumulation 

of many metabolites, including amino acids such as proline, gamma-aminobutyric acid and Krebs 

cycle acids [12]. 

Given that, approaches based on the study of single genes, proteins or metabolites provide interesting 

but limited results. 

A further understanding of the stress molecular response is possible by adopting an integrated multi-

omics approach allowing not only to gather information at different molecular levels, but also to 
highlight the existing relationships among the processes that regulate cellular functions and from 

which plants adaptation mechanisms strictly depend.  

An interesting research project [13] is about the development of sustainable viticulture models, today 
strongly limited by the scarce availability of rootstocks resistant to adverse cultivation conditions. In 

this work, the sequencing of some rootstocks, followed by transcriptomic, proteomic and 

metabolomic analyses have been carried out. The high level of integration of the results made it 
possible to obtain further information on the biological processes from which the vegetative and 

productive responses in different environmental conditions. 

2.2. Plants Disease 

Over the past decades, several studies aiming to analyze the interactions between plant immune 
response and pathogens were carried out. These pathogens include fungal, bacterial and viral agents, 

and may severely damage crop productivity both in terms of quantity and quality. Abiotic factors are a 

common cause of disease in plants as well (Figure 3), but in this work the focus is on the biotic ones.  

 

Figure3. Some biotic and abiotic factors possibly causing diseases in plants  

A very complicated cascade of defence responses is induced during plant-pathogen interactions: 

signals from these microorganisms are detected by plants immune systems through different 

mechanisms. Particularly, the molecules produced by pathogens (elicitors) are recognised, resulting 

into the activation of the basal immune system of plants, which prevents further colonization by 
incompatible pathogens and limits the spread of compatible pathogens [14] [15] [16]. Consequently, 

several defence reactions, such as production of reactive oxygen species, strengthening of plant cell 

wall, and synthesis of specific enzymes, are activated.  

The identification of genes involved in such pathways in cultivated germplasm can be used to limit 

production losses caused by pathogens and the use of phytodrugs in agriculture. 

Therefore, one of the greatest priorities in studying plant-pathogen interactions is to identify plant 

resistance genes. Being the number of genes involved great, high-throughput methods are necessary to 
identify them and thus to counteract pathogens. The progresses in genomics and proteomics 

technologies were relevant, allowing the research in this area to reach significant results. Genomics 

methods identified the detailed organization of resistance gene clusters and the related mechanisms. 
Investigations also revealed the complex regulatory networks and the proteins involved in resistance [17] [18].  
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In disease research, it is important to consider that health of plants is strictly linked to their 

microbiome. This may be defined as the microbial communities of symbionts as well as their genetic 
material influecing the properties of the interactions within the microbiome itself and with its host. 

Therefore, a further understanding of the microbiome can reduce the incidence of plant diseases and, 

consequently, increase agricultural production.  Several research studies have recently focused on this 
aim, and the development of several omics techniques has greatly contributed to this achievement 

[19]. 

Finally, in the last few years, the development of machine learning algorithms, which are a collection 
of analytic methods that automate the process for model generating and iteratively learn from data, 

provides effective tools to identify genes/proteins involved in plant pathologies [20]. Although 

machine learning techniques have been applied in different fields, only few studies have been 

conducted to predict plant pathogens on the basis of these datasets.  

2.3. Plants Senescence 

Studying senescence in plants is difficult because of the impact of several factors (Figure 4).  

 

Figure4. Some factors possibly influencing plant senescence 

In fact, developmental senescence is mainly determined by the plant genotype, but may be affected by 

external factors (both biotic and abiotic) as well as by agricultural management services. Depending 

on individual factors and their possible interactions, senescence can be accelerated or delayed. This 
affects physiological parameters such as those related to plant growth and development.  

While the molecular mechanisms involved in leaf senescence are very well understood, senescence of 

other organs such as the flower, fruit, and root is less investigated.  

Senescence involves major reprogramming of gene expression. The first transcriptome studies have 
been overcome by high-resolution temporal profiling researches [21] providing a very comprehensive 

characterization of the leaf transcriptome during Arabidopsis life, by considering several investigation 

levels, like age, RNA type, and organelles [22]. 

The key factors of cell physiological and biochemical reactions are the structurally and enzymatically 

active proteins. For this reason, the proteome analysis in senescence research is crucial and 

contributes to understand the related physiological mechanisms. The proteome studies of leaf 

senescence have provided new insights and can be considered complementary to the results of the 
transcriptome researches. Among them, we report studies with advanced proteome methods addressed 

to leaf senescence in Arabidopsis [23]. 

Senescence is the cause behind the degradation of macromolecules necessary to recycle nutrients 
sustaining plant metabolism [24]. Several studies report the influence of metabolites in leaf 

senescence progress [25]. 

In the light of the above, plant senescence research benefits from several omics areas for which new 
innovative technologies were available. Therefore, studies based on an integrated approach can be 

carried out, for instance characterizing phenotypes and addressing plant senescence at different omics 

levels (metabolomics, proteomics, transcriptomics) [26] [27].  

3. Software Tools and Databases for Multi-Omics Integration  

Several tools for multi-omics data integration are reported in a recent investigation [28]. Numerous 

resources, databases, software tools, and approaches, all available for free, assisting researchers in 

integrating multi-omics data, are detailed.  
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General multi-species resources about genes and proteins, such as GenBank and UniProt [29] [30] are 

also illustrated. 

Similarly, context-specific curated databases and software tools, developed for different biological 

areas, including selected plant species, are reported. Such databases store data about genome, 

transcriptome, proteome and metabolome of various species. A relevant example for plants is Plant 
Metabolic Network or PMN [31].  

Among software tools, about botany, are detailed: 

 KaPPA-View, which integrates transcriptomics and metabolomics plant data to map pathways [32];  

 MapMan, firstly developed to be used for Arabidopsis now includes more species. It integrates 

metagenomics, transcriptomics and metabolomics data, handle KEGG and KOG classification into 
clusters, and maps expression responses [33];  

 VitisNet, about grapes, manages metagenomics, transcriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics 

data [34]; 

 MADMAX, a management and analysis database for multiple omics experiments. It integrates 

metagenomics transcriptomics and metabolomics data, statistical analysis and pathway mapping [35];  

 MetaboAnalyst manipulates genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics data, runs 

data processing and statistical analysis, and develops pathway analysis [36]. 

Unfortunately several bioinformatics resources have different formats, many of them are not 

compatible with the most common standards. Moreover, different software packages may require 

their input data in non-standard formats and produce outputs which are incompatible with others. 

Construction and visualization of network models is another important aim of multi-omics integration 

research investigation. Recently, multi-layer networks have been developed and allow the 

interpretation of specific interactions between different omics layers [37]. 

However, all the tools mentioned above still need improvements, like the ones concerning the 

availability of pathway databases providing links between genes, proteins, and metabolites. The few 

resources already existing [5] emphasize metabolic pathways, while other kinds of pathways are also 

important in plant science, like protein and metabolite signaling, gene activation and many others. 

Some of such pathways characterize existing commercial tools, but  the lack of compatibility with 

many other bioinformatics software packages makes them difficult to integrate into multi-omics open-

access pipelines [38]. 

Tools real ability to uncover multi-omics data relationships to analyse pathway cross-talk is still 

limited. Thus, new methodological approaches and software tools integrating multi-omics datasets for 

pathway analysis would be necessary. Machine learning approaches are also required for the model-

based inference of multi-omics data for analysis of pathways [39]. 

4. Conclusion and Discussion 

While very large omics datasets are becoming more accessible, and multi-omics research approaches 

are being used more frequently, real multi-omics integration is an ongoing challenge. In fact, due to 

data differences from each omics layer, integrating multiple omics platforms is still a difficult task. 

Many specific analytical tools traditionally used for individual omics area are not well-suited to allow 

a proper integration among multiple omics disciplines. For instance, methods and storage techniques 

used for genomics investigations are often unsuitable for metabolomics, proteomics and 

transcriptomics. In the same way, qualitative methods commonly used in transcriptomics and 

proteomics are not suitable for the quantitative methods applied in genomics [38]. 

In the light of the above, high-quality multi-omics studies require: an appropriate experimental 

design; careful collection of multi-omics data and related meta-data; better tools for data integration; 

new resources and repositories for such datasets. 

Even if problems about omics technologies could be controlled through the availability and the 

improvement of reference standards and well-defined laboratory protocols, today there are still 

significant variations in sample extraction and storage among different research laboratories. 
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